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MANNEDEXPLORATIONOFMARS: A MINIMUM-ENERGY

MISSION PLAN FOR MAXIML_ SCIENTIFIC RETURN

By Jack Funk, James J. Taylor, Joseph R. Thibodeau III,

Flora B. Lowes, and John T. McNeely

1.0 SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION

This report describes a mission plan and a systems model based on

chemical propulsion which can be used to fly a manned landing mission to

Mars after assembling four uprated Saturn-class launch vehicles in earth

orbit. The primary objective of the report is to demonstrate that manned

landings on Mars are possible with the existing space flight technology

and can be competitive in schedule and cost with less ambitious missions,

such as the multiplanet-flyby missions which have received extensive con-

sideration. The scientific yield of a landing mission or an orbiting

mission using the same system will be many magnitudes greater than the

flyby mission.

Whenever possible the spacecraft flight plan used minimum-energy tra-

Jectories even at the expense of increa_gsTng the flight time. Such a flight

plan, of course, requires conjunction class (i.e., near-Hohmann transfer)

trajectories on outbound and return legs and highly elliptical orbits

about the planet.

The mission objectives, however, have not been minimized but have
been increased over those in previous mission studies. The following

mission objectives were considered in the mission plan and flight systems

model:

i. Photograph Martian surface during half a season.

2. Map the entire surface of Mars.

_. ,Research the Mars atmosphere using unmanned probes.

_. Research the Mars surface with unmanned soft-landers.

_ I_Irl _ •

_I!_r•



5. Research the Martian moonsusing mannedrendezvous with either
or both of the moons.

6. Land a manon Mars for 30 days.

In addition to demonstrating the feasibility of Mars orbital and

landing missions at an early date, this study is intended as a yardstick

for comparing the effects of future technological advancements.



2.0 NOMINAL MISSION PROFILE

2.1 Introduction

The velocity requirements for a Mars landing mission vary greatly

according to the type of trajectory profile selected for the heliocentric

phase of the mission. The trade-off of velocity with total mission dura-

tion is not a continuous function. There are classes of missions plans

within which the velocity requirement and mission duration vary continu-

ously, but there is a large Jump in energy requirements between these

classes. The minimum-energy Mars orbiting (and landing) mission is in

the so-called "conjunction" class of missions, which has a total duration

of 950 to 1000 days. The next mission in the energy spectrum is the Venus-

flyby - Mars-orbiting mission, which has a duration of 600 to 680 days.

The Venus flyby energy requirements (ref. l) are about _0 percent higher

than the minimum-energy mission, and the Mars orbital stay capability is

about l0 percent of the minimum-energy mission. A 450-day mission, i.e.,

opposition class, to Mars and return-to-Earth is possible with an increase

in energy requirements of 60 to 75 percent relative to the minimum-energy

mission. (See refs. 2 and _.)

A low energy flyby mission (ref. _) is possible by using multiple helio-

centric orbits. A short-duration stopover at Mars using this technique

results in mission energy requirements in the conjunction class. However,

the total mission is about 1B00 days and there appears to be no advantage

for this mission except as an alternate.

The minimum-energy trajectory was selected for the nominal mission

profile for several reasons:

i. The energyrequirements for the next class of trajectories in the

energy spectrum is at least B0 percent greater, which results in increased

costs and loss of mission opportunities. (The energy increases 50 percent

without reducing mission opportunities.)

2. The Mars orbital stay times for all other mission cla_ses are only

about l0 percent of that available with the minimum-energy mission. The

longer stay time allows observation of Mars during seasonal changes and

allows time for more detailed exploration, such as a visit of one of the

Martian moons.

B. The minimum-energy trajectory profile is contained between the

orbits of the Earth and Mars. This is desirable since a close approach to

the Sun (as in the Venus flyby m_de) increases concern over radiation and

temperature and since large heliocentric distances increase the possibility

of penetrating the asteroid belt and require increasing the area of the

solar panels if they are used as a power source.





The nominal mission profile is discussed in the following sections

except for the Mars orbit operations phase which is the subject of section S.

2.2 Mission Plan

The heliocentric phase of the mission plan is illustrated in figure i

and consists of three separate parts:

i. The Earth-to-Mars phase.

2. The Mars orbit phase (dashed lines).

3. The Mars-to-Earth return.

The primary requirement for the mission design is to minimize the pro-

pulsion requirements without compromising the mission objectives. A sec-

ondary requirement is to maintain the Earth entry velocities on return

within Apollo entry technology. To meet these requirements, conjunction
class trajectories are used for outbound and return-to-Earth trajectories.
Elliptical orbits are usedabout Mars.

The conjunction class trajectories use near-180 °, or Hohmann, transfers

between the two orbits of the planets. Two impulses are used on the tra-

Jectories - one to depart Earth orbit and one to establish Mars orbit. On

the return trip, one impulse is used to leave Mars orbit and the second im-
pulse is the aerodynamic entry into the Earth's atmosphere. A limited anal-

ysis of two- and three-impulse trajectories (ref. 5) indicatesthat the

minimum-energy transfer to Mars is a two-impulse trajectory and that a large

launch window is available before three-impulse trajectories would appreci-
ably reduce the velocity requirements. The conjunction class trajectories

do not pass into the asteroid belt or into the high radiation region near
the Sun.

The technique for trams-Mars injection (TMI) from Earth orbit is illus-

trated in figure 2. TMI is accomplished with a series of thrusting maneu-
vers and coast in an intermediate elliptical orbit between each burn to

reduce gravity losses. Each thrusting period is near perigee of the ellip-
tical orbits, except thrustings for plane-change maneuvers which are applied

at apogee of the largest orbit. The actual sizes of the intermediate orbits
depend on the characteristics of the orbital launch vehicle and operational
constraints. The three (or four) burn maneuvers for TMI allow time for

orbit operations such as booster staging, orbit determination, and space-

craft systems checkout prior to the final thrust to hyperbolic speed.

The mission operations within the Martian SO1 are shown schematically

in figure 3. The hyperbolic approach to Mars (labeled "arrive" in fig. 3)

is from the leading limb of the SOI. The trajectory can be visualized as
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the Martian SO1 running into the spacecraft. The orientation of the ap-

proach hyperbola is critical (section _.0), and the approach is restricted

to lo_, posigrade inclinations. The approach periapsis is on the sunlighted
side of Mars.

To further reduce the propulsion requirements, the Mars landing module

(sometimes called the Mars excursion module) is staged from the main space-

craft near the SOI and targeted for entry into the Martian atmosphere for

aerodynamic braking to orbit. The landing module is unmanned during this

portion of the trajectory. Atmospheric probes _ill be launched and targeted

to arrive at Mars sufficiently ahead of the landing module so that the at-

mospheric data from them can be used in adjusting the targeting for the

braking maneuver. The unmanned landing module and the spacecraft _ill

arrive at periapsis at approximately the same time. The landing module

_ill enter the atmosphere, perform a skip-out maneuver,•and, at apoapsis

of the skip, apply a posigrade AV to raise periapsis clear of the Martian

atmosphere. The spacecraft performs a retrograde maneuver andenters an

orbit as close to that of the landing module as possible. The spacecraft

or the "landing module, or both, is __hen maneuvered for rendezvous and

docking. .

The parking orbit about Mars is elliptical and_has an apoapsis alti-

tude of approximately l0 000 n. mi. and a perlapsis altitude of 2OD n. mi.

The exact apoapsis altitude is a function of the orbital inclination and

stay time. The orbit is designed so that the perturbations of the Mars

oblate gravitational field assist in reducingthe velocity required for

trans-Earth injection (TEI, labeled "depart" in fig. B).

The orbits of the Martian moons, Phobos and Deimos, are indicated in

figure B by the dashed circles, _hich are drawn approximately to scale.

The apoapsis of the parking orbit is near the orbit of Deimos but the

parking orbit is inclined to •the orbit of Deimos. The apoapsis of the

parking orbit is perturbed through the plane of Deimos during the orbit

stay. At this time, rendezvous maneuvers _ith either Deimos or PhobQs are

made using a small orbit excursion module. The perturbations that Deimos

and Phobos cause on the spacecraft parking orbit are negligible because
of the small size of the moons.

The stay time in Mars orbit is long enough that at least half a

Martian season can be observed. Atmospheric research probes and unmanned

soft landers will be launched periodically from the main spacecraft. Photo-

graphic orbiters may be placed in polar orbits. The time of the manned

landing _ill be determined after sufficient research (mapping, studying

surface characters, etc.) has been accomplished to select a landing site.

The stay time on the Martian surface _ill be approximately _0 dayS. The

orbiting spacecraft is manned at all times and, if the lander is unable

to rendezvous _ith the spacecraft, the Martian moon rendezvous module

(MMRM) may be used for rescue.
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2•3 Mission Opportunities i_%1::i_:_:,_-

An analysis was made of the characteristics of conjunction class mis- _o_il_l_'_'?I_

sions using data similar to that presented in reference 6. A considerable I_i_!.!!

number of plots were required so the data were recomputed and plotted auto-

matically by the computer• The analysis was for 1977 through 1985. The i_!! _. i'

1983 missions require maximum energy for the conjunction class trajectories. !_!_i_

A typical plot of velocity requirements for the 1983 launch window is shown _ _

in figure 4. Plots were made of the velocity requirements for flight times _i_!_,_i_

of 160 to 400 days from which the mission trajectories were selected• The _,_ _

velocity data shown in figure _ are for transfers from a 262-n. mi. circu- _""_.__
lar orbit at Earth to a 200-n. mi. circular orbit at Mars The velocity _"_ :

increments for other parking orbits are obtained by adding or subtracting _

a constant increment from the data shown. _ _ __ _i__ii/_i_

Minimum velocities for the Earth-to-Mars trajectories were observed iiilii

on October 8, 1977, October 29, 1979, November 16, 1981, and December 21, 1983 i

for the outbound leg at trip times of 3_0, 320, 300, and 280 days, respec- !_:_

tively. Minimum velocities for return from Mars orbit were observed on

July 5, 1979, July 14, 1981, August 3, 1983, and December 15, 1985. Thus, ;_i

a typical minimum-energy mission would leave Earth orbit on October 8, 1977

with an outbound flight time of 3_0 days and would arrive in Mars orbit _

on September 7, 1978. The next minimum-energy return after arrival is on

July 5, 1979. The stay in Mars orbit, therefore, will be 295 days if the _

velocity increments for the mission are to be minimized.

i "

i =

A typical mission flight plan is shown in table I for the 1977 launch

window. The elliptical orbit selection of the mission is discussed in

section 3. In addition to the incremental velocity requirements of the

transfer trajectories, a nonmission-dependent velocity budget (table II)

was added to account for gravity losses due to finite thrust, midcourse

guidance correction requirements, spacecraft attitude control and spin

requirements. The guidance velocity requirements and delivery accuracies

are discussed in section 4 and the spacecraft spin requirements, in

section 5.

The TMI gravity and steering losses (table II) are low (325 fps)

because multiple-revolution injection procedures are used• The Earth orbit

operations phase is discussed in detail in section 2•_. The midcourse

correction and artificial gravity spin-up velocity requirements are com-

bined into a single budget of 500 fps for trans-Mars and 500 fps for trans-

Earth. The gravity and steering losses for Mars orbit insertion (MOI)

and TEl are low for two reasons: (i) The Mars parking orbit is elliptical,

which reduces the magnitude of the required velocity change, and (2) the

orbit is oriented to take advantage of the oblateness of the planet so

that the nominal burns are coplanar. The 500 fps allotted for Mars orbital
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TABLE I.- TYPICAL PARAMETERS FOR A MINIMUM-ENERGY MARS

LANDING MISSION IN THE 1977-OPPORTUNITY

Earth to Mars

TMI, Julian date - 2 h40 000 .................. 3 425

Calendar date ..................... October 8, 1977
340

Flight time, days . . "m_" ...................AV for TMI from 262-n. . circular orbit, fps ......... ll 827

Mars periapsis velocity, fPs .................. 17 630

Mars Orbit

Periapsis altitude, n. mi .................... 200

Apoapsis altitude, n. mi ......... ........... 9 302
21.1

Equatorial inclination, deg ..................
Orbit period, hr ........................ ll.4

295
Orbit stay time, days ...................... 14 371

Periapsis velocity, fps .................... 3 257
AV for MOI, fps ........................

Mars to Earth

4 060
TEI, Julian date - 2 440 000 .... "..............

Calendar date ...................... July 6, 19790

Flight time, days ........................ 4 023

AV for TEI, fps ....................... 38 463

Earth entry, fps ....................... 1980
Arrive at Earth ..................... May 20,

_<_i! !:_:



TABLE II .- NONMISSION-DEPENDENT VELOCITY BUDGET

Maneuver
Velocity,

fps

325

500

100

500

5O

500

Trans-Mars injection gravity and

steering losses

Trans-Mars midcourse corrections

and artificial gravity

Mars orbit insertion gravity and

steering losses

Mars orbit maneuvers and artificial

gravity spin-ups

Trans-Earth injection gravity and

steering losses

Trans-Earth midcourse corrections

and artificial gravity spin-ups



adjustments to correct for uncertainties in the Mars gravitational potential.
A total of 1650 fps is added to the spacecraft propulsion requirements and
325 fps is added to the Earth departure propulsion requirements, as deter-
mined by. impulsive velocity calculations.

The nominal TMI windows from 1977 through 1985 are shownin figure 5.
Although the velocity requirements are plotted as a function of Earth de-
parture date, the windows are actually discrete events occurring at approxi-

mately 2-year intervals - the dashed lines are drawn to show trends. The

mission opportunities are indicated by the vertical bars and the year of

Earth departure (e.g., 1977, 1979, ...). The minimum-energy requirements

are indicated by the "bottom" of the bar and the requirements for a 50-day

Earth departure window is• shown at the "top" of the bar. All velocities

include the nonmission-dependent velocity budget.

The MOI and TEI velocity requirements are shown as a total since the

total represents the velocity capability required onboard the spacecraft.

The maximum spacecraft velocity requirements (ll 000 fps) occur in the

1983 TMI window. However, the increase in spacecraft velocity requirements

for a 50-day window is nearly constant at 300 fps. The TMI requirements

are much more sensitive to departure time. The 50-day TMI window costs

from 600 to ll00 fps, depending on the particular TMI window. The maximum

TMI requirements occur in the 1983 mission window.

_i__/_,

NNN -

The Earth entry velocity is indicated by a point rather than a verti-

cal bar because the Mars orbit stay time is adjusted to minimize the AV

required for TEI and the trans-Earth trip is then fixed (i.e., the dates

to depart Mars and arrive at Earth are fixed) for the TMI window. The

entry velocity is constant for a given window, and the orbit stay time is

variable. The Earth entry velocity •does not exceed 40 000 fps and is

maximum in the 1983 window. The Earth entry velocity is computed at an

altitude of h00 000 ft.

The total mission time varies about 50 days for a 50-day departure

window. The maximum mission duration (1028 days) occurs in the 1981

mission opportunity.

The 1977, 1979, 1981, and 1983 mission parameters are tabulated in

table III for the beginning, middle, and end of the 50-day TMI window.

Note that a 5-day reduction in the 1983 TMI window reduces the injection

velocity requirements from lh 075 fps to 13 lh5 fps. Therefore, a small

reduction in the 1983 window seems advisable.

The 1983 TMI opportunity establishes the maximum propulsion require-

ments; the reason for this is shown in figure 6. Figure 6 is a plot of

Mars ephemeris parameters as a function of time. The date of TMI is indi-

cated by a solid dot near the time scale and arrival at Mars is shown by

a vertical line on each parameter curve. The Earth-Mars phase angleis
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positive when Mars is leading the Earth. Note that the heliocentric lati- ii;,:,.i,_tude of Mars relative to the ecliptic' plane is "in phase" with the Mars- _:_!_
to-Sun distance• Mars is at aphelion when the latitude is maximum south. _:_<_:
The minimum spacecraft velocity requirements would occur when Mars arrival _>z

is at its mean distance from the Sun if the Earth and Mars orbits were _i':

coplanar. However, they are not coplanar and the required phase angle _,:_,_.>e::
" forces arrival to occur closer to perihelion which corresponds to the _? :2;:

maximum latitude of Mars thus causing an increase in the out-of-plane [i_:!:!ii'!i!_

velocity requirements. _ :

After 1983, the latitude of Mars at arrival begins to move north again _ ....

and the velocity requirements are reduced The minimum-velocity require- _,_.....:

ments are represented by the 1977 opportunity. _._... _

2.k Trans-Mars Injection Windows _.,_i_i

!i_:i'::':<!_,)_:'i

;% i ."i_

i(71_::

[!:%.::7_:!::

i

i: : [ -

The Earth orbit operations (fig. 2) result in a spacecraft assembled

in a low Earth orbit and injected toward Mars with a series of four burns.

The first .launch establishes the orientation of the parking orbit, which

is then perturbed by gravitational forces until the actual injection is

accomplished.

The time between first launch and final injection is expected to be

between 30 and _5 days. The 50-day TMI window discussed in the previous
section assumes that TMI occurs on time for a coplanar burn. However,

TMI may not occur on time and, therefore, the parking orbit is designed
to maximize the TMI window for a total velocity injection capability of

13 500 fps.

The injection windows for the 1977, 1979, 1981, and 1983 mission

opportunities are shown in figures 7 through i0. The basic energy require-
ment is the impulsive velocity required for injection from the assembly

orbit with a single impulse. The difference between the basic energy

requirement and the actual injection requirement is caused by a combination

of gravity losses and plane-change requirements. The maximum parking orbit

period is arbitrarily set at _8 hours and establishes the apogee altitude
for the plane-change maneuver. The plane-change maneuver is accomplished

so that .the perigee altitude of the parking orbit is constant throughout

the burn. The injection window for a 13 500-fps injection capability is

27 days in 1977, 1979, and 1981. The window is reduced to 20 days in 1983.

The injection window decreases after the first burn is completed, but

studies indicate that 75 percent of the remaining window is still available.

For example, if the first burn occurs at the beginning of a 27-day window,
the final injection must occur within the next 20 days. A typical injec-

tion sequence for the 1977 opportunity is listed in table IV. Reference 7

is a more detailed discussion of the trans-Mars injection window for low-

energy missions.
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2.5 Conclusions

The minimum-energy Mars landing mission requirements (assuming a

50-day departure Window) for the 1977 through 1985 time period are:

TMI (includes 325-fps mission velocity budget), fps ....

MOI (includes ll00-fps mission velocity budget), fps ....

TEI (includes 550-fps mission velocity budget), fps ....

Earth entry velocity, fps . ........ . .......

Total mission duration, days ................

13 5oo
5 5oo
5 5oo

4o oo0

1 o28

The minimum-energy mission profile has several desirable character-

istics in addition to the obviously low spacecraft AV requirements. The

Earth entry velocity is less than 40 000 fps and entry can be accomplished
within current Apollo technology. The maximum spacecraft distance from

the Sun is 1.7 A.U.'s when Mars is at aphelion; this distance avoids pene-
tration of the asteroid belt and limits the size of the solar electric

panels. The spacecraft does not approach the Sun closer than 1.0 A.U.,
which reduces solar radiation intensity.

The long time to observe the planet increases the scientific return

by allowing time to make good use of the payload gained by using the

minimum-energymission profile.
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3.0 MARS PARKING ORBIT OPERATIONS [Si':_":__'_;'_

,,_,_"_.

3 •i Introduct ion N_ ea_:.

The determination of a nominal Mars parking orbit presents several i_:_-ii_:::i!i-
fundamental and conflicting problems in mission analysis and trajectory

design. The basic problem is to find a parking orbit which not only sat- _ii_i!_i!i'_

isfies mission objectives, but also provides for efficient planetary cap- !ii:__ii__-h_il

ture and escape, and, at the same time, allows flexibility for alternate i

mission modes.

The following discussion evaluates a class of regressing elliptical _.>,.-.

orbits in terms of a few of these criteria, specifically (i) efficient i:':?:/_--:-

planetary capture and escape maneuvers, and (2) satisfying mission obJec- _ ::"

tives (mapping and surveying, manned landing, and Martian moon rendezvous) _ ': .....• _i:_

The analysis assumes an oblate planet and employs a technique which relies :L.--::-._i"<:J_.i_:."
on the effects of the gravitational harmonics to assist in parking orbit _:::.:_%:-

alignment, iii:_.-;__

3.2 Spacecraft Parking Orbit Design for Minimum AV

Performance of the spacecraft hardware, parking orbit lifetime, and

overall mission objectives define several characteristics of the nominal !_:_

Mars parking orbit. The manned landing and Martian moon rendezvous both
dictate a posigrade parking orbit since both Mars spin axis and the moon V'-:_'._._!_!_i

orbital motion are posigrade. It is also desirable that the parking orbit !;._::_

periapsis remain in the sunlight both prior to the time of landing for i'-_!.i%_L?
landing site reconnaissance and at the time of landing. Periapsis altitude I._i_ii_!.L_

must be greater than some minimum value (for this study, greater than _k-:!"<__

200 n. mi. ) to avoid orbital decay due to drag and long-period gravitational ,_il$_I_:_IL,:_•_;_

perturbation, The apoapsis altitude should be high enough t¢ minimize total i_!_!_d
mission AV yet not so high that the AV requirements for Mars landing become

prohibitive, ill:i-!i_i]!,

Prior to a Mars landing, one of the primary crew objectives is the ""_!;:Li::i.i

- selection of an appropriate landing site. To insure adequate coverage and I__:! _
satisfactory evaluation of possible landing sites, it is desirable that the

spacecraft make frequent passes over candidate landing sites. Thus it may

, be desirable to restrict the orbital period (apoapsis altitude) to insure

periapsis passages on a once-or twice-daily basis..Iii_!il _i'_ii'ii

A significant amount of fuel can be saved by using a parking orbit

with a moderate eccentricity. As shown in figure ll, MOI AV first decreases

rapidly with increasing apoapsis altitude, but, because of the asymptotic

nature of the curve, there is a point where large increases in apoapsis '_

altitude do not significantly reduce the MOI AV requirement. In the region

....... i;.:S!"!:i
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of 8000 n. mi. and above, the apoapsis can be adjusted to meet mission con-

straints without significantly affecting AV.

The hyperbolic excess velocity (V®) shown is typical of the Mars ar-

rival V for a near-minimum-energy trajectory. Note that the MOI costs

nearly 7000 fps for a 200-n. mi. circular orbit. For a200- by l0 000-n. mi.

ellipse, the M0I is reduced to half that much, or B500 fps, but does not

become significantly less than _000 fps for any parking orbit. (Braking

the spacecraft to parabolic speed requires 2400 fps.) Thus, a parking orbit

having a l0 000-n. mi. apoapsis altitude (which corresponds to an eccentric-

ity of about 0.7) appears to be a reasonable choice for the nominal parking

orbit considering the AV cost for MOI. As will be seen later, this orbit

will become more advantageous in terms of landing site selection, moon ren-

dezvous, solar lighting, and efficiency of the planetary escape maneuver.

The analysis employs a technique which relies on the effects of the

gravitational harmonics for parking orbit alignment. This technique is
discussed in references 8, 9, and 10. The basic approach is to choose the

orbital characteristics so that the resulting nodal and apsidal motion will

shift the original parking orbit into proper alignment for departure on the

intended date. This technique was developed to consider (1) the orienta-

tion and motion of the hyperbolic departure asymptote, and (2) the motion

of the parking orbit resulting from the asphericity of the planet's gravi-

tational field. Employing this technique allows the use of impulses at

periapsis for both the capture and escape maneuvers (see fig. 12), thus

insuring maximum efficiency for the MOIand TEI maneuvers. Of course,

orbits that satisfy this technique may not necessarily satisfy other mis-

sion requirements, and, in that case, the efficiency of MOI and TEI would

have to be compromised and propulsive maneuvers made for orbital alignment.

This becomes apparent in the 1979 and 1981 mission windows, which are dis-

cussed below.

The techniquewas used to determine the characteristics of regressing

parking orbits which require no discrete propulsive maneuvers for orbital

alignment. Although there are a large number of possible parking orbits

which shift into proper alignment for departure and require no discrete

propulsive maneuvers, many of these possible orbits are low-energy or nearlY

circular and, therefore, require high MOI and TEI AV. Figure 13, therefore,

considers only the two highestenergy parking orbits which occurred most

frequently during the analysis. The highest energy regressing orbit was
selected as the nominal parking orbit for the base-line analysis.

Three 50-day launch Opportunities - in 1977, 1979, and 1981 - are

considered in figure 14 to show the feasibility of using regressing ellip-

tical orbits for the nominal Mars parking orbit. The solid curves show

the characteristics of parking orbits which require a combination of oblate-

ness perturbations and auxiliary propulsive maneuvers (see ref. ll) for

! •_i_̧ _
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orbital realignment to reduce the AV cost for orbiting the planet, moon

rendezvous, and Mars landing. The dashed curves indicate the character-

istics of those parking orbits which shift into proper alignment for de-

parture. The discontinuities in the 1979 curves indicate failure of the

gravitational perturbations to shift the nominal parking orbit into proper

alignment for departure. The 1977 injection window is the only window where

the nominal regressing parking orbit requires no plane change of line-of-

apsides corrections for alignment. For the 1979 and 1981 windows, the

highest energy regressing orbit has an inclination between 60 ° and 70 o,

and requires a prohibitive A_ budget for Martian moon rendezvous.

Figure 15 shows the velocity requirements for MOI and TEl throughout

the same three launch windows. The M0I AV remains near B500 fps throughout

the 1977 window, but increases in the 1979 and 1981 windows because of a

growing plane-change requirement later in the window. This is due to the

increasing declination of the Mars hyperbolic arrival asymptote which is

higher than the nominal orbital inclination. The nominal TEI AV remains

essentially constant at _000 fps because the time of TEI is held constant

throughout each window. Again, the dashed lines show the MOI and TEI AV

for the next highest energy orbit which does shift into proper alignment

for departure.

B.B Operational Characteristics of the Spacecraft Parking Orbit

The parking orbit is primarily designed to reduce the AV cost for

orbiting the planet, moon rendezvous, and landing on Mars. The relation

of the spacecraft parking orbit to the Sun and Mars is important to the

operation of the mission. Location of the parking orbit periapsis affects

the choice of landing sites and visibility constraints for landing. Parking

orbit inclination affects the AV budget for moon rendezvous and Mars landing.

The dashed lines of figure 16 are inertial traces of the parking orbit

ground track for the first revolution after MOI and the final revolution

prior to TEI B00 days later. The solid bell-shaped curve shows the posi-

tions of periapsis at the time of M0I and TEI and at 50-day intervals during

the orbital stay time. Also, the apparent path of the Sun around Mars is

shown at 50-day intervals between MOI and TEI. This figure illustrates

several features important to the Mars orbit operations during the 1977

mission window.

1. The spacecraft has an opportunity for close photography of Mars

through two seasonal variations in each of both hemispheres.

2. The parking periapsis sweeps through a wide range in latitude,

from -12 ° to/20 o, thus providing flexibility in landing site selection

with the lander deorbit maneuver occurring at periapsis.
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B. The periapsis crosses Mars equator twice, about _0 days after

MOI and again at 200 days after MOI. This fact is crucial to minimize

plane-change requirements for moon rendezvous.

_. The periapsis "chases" the Sun. Thus the position of periapsis

remains in full sunlight for the entire duration of the planetary visit.

These features are also characteristic of parking orbits available

during the 1979 and 1981 mission opportunities as shown in figures 17 and

18.

Figure 19 shows the position of orbital periapsis relative to the

subsolar point for three nominal parking orbits corresponding to the begin-

ning of each of three launch windows. The curves show the motion of peri-

apsis relative to the Sun during the orbital stay. For the greatest portion

of the planetary visit, the high disparity between the declination of the

Sun and periapsis insures that the apoapsis will also be in sunlight, and

the spacecraft will pass through Mars shadow for only very short periods

of each revolution - an important consideration since solar cells may be

the spacecraft's primary power source. When the relative declination is
near zero (which occurs twice during each sample mission), apoapsis will

be in darkness. Thus, the spacecraft will be without solar power for no

more than 20 percent of each revolution, which represents time in shadow

for the worst case illustrated in figure 20.

3.h Martian Moon Rendezvous

One of the primary objectives of a long-stay-time Mars orbital mission

could be a manned visit to one of the Martian moons, Phobos or Deimos.

Their orbital and physical characteristics are summarized in table V. The

moons have nearly circular equatorial orbits, and their small sizes indicate

the necessity for regarding a moon landing as a rendezvous problem. A pre-

liminary moon rendezvous profile and AV budget are presented in figure 21

and table VI in order to demonstrate the feasibility of using an Apollo LM

ascent stage for the moon rendezvous spacecraft.

For the moon rendezvous profile shown in figure 21, it is assumed that

correct orbital phasing is maintained throughout the rendezvous maneuver

sequence. Orbital phasing could significantly increase the total trip time

required for a moon rendezvous and subsequent return to the spacecraft. It

is possible to indicante the minimum total trip time by considering the

periods of the moons' orbits and the required transfer orbits. The respec-

tive periods of revolution of the near and far moons are 7.6 and B0.B hours.

The periods of the transfer orbits to a direct moon rendezvous from the

parking orbit are 20 hours for the near moon and B0 hours for the far moon.

Assuming the rendezvous craft station-keeps for one moon orbital revolution,

the minimum possible total trip time is about B0 hours for the near moon
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TABLE V.- CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SATELLITES OF MARS

Physical characteristics

Parameter Phobos Deimos

Radius, n. mi. 50_8 12 689

Altitude, n. ml. 3204 i0 84_

Period, hr 7.65 30.32

Speed, fps 703_ _36

Inclination, deg:mln 1:08 l:h6

Eccentricity 0.021 0.003

Orbital characterimtics

Parameter Phobos Deimos

Diameter, n. mi. 8 5.3

Surface _ravity a,

ft/sec z .037 .025

Circular veiocitN b ,

fps 30 20

Escape velocity a'b ,

_ps _2 28

Event

TABLE vI._ AV BUDGET FOR THE MARTIAN MOON RENDEZVOUS

Near moon, Phobos Far moon, Deimos

Apoapsis altitude of

parking orbit c, n. mi.

9O00 lO 8_5 12 _oo

U4/SC
separation, fps 1122 i 010

_/Moon
midcourse, fps 50 50

I_/Moon
circularization, i_ps 1183 1 380

LWMoon
rendezvous, fps i00 I00

LM/Moon

separation, _ps 1183 1 380

r_/sc
midcourse, fps 50 50

u_/sc
transfer, fps 1122 i 010

u_/sc
rendezvous, fps

Total AV, fps h810 4 980

931

_o

5zh

lOO

1 51h

50

931

,Apoapsis altitude of

parking orbit c, n. mi.

30 000 9000 I0 8h5 12 bOO 30 000

h92 169 2 i00 1 967 1 lh2

50 50 50 50 50

2 208 2100 0 126 869

I00 i00 i00 i00 I00

2 2O8 2100 0 126 869

50 50 50 50 50

h92 169 2 i00 1 967 i i_2

5 090 5 600 dh738 4 400 h 386 h 222

aDensity assumed to be same as Earth.

bAt surface.

Cperiapsis is 200 n. mi.

dLM/SC separation at periapsis of Mars parking orbit.



and 60 hours for the far moon. It thus appears that a moon rendezvous

would require 2 to 5 days total trip time.

The AV budget presented in table VI shows the impulsive AV cost to

perform a moon rendezvous and subsequent return to the spacecraft. Three

different parking orbits were used to assess the effect of parking orbit

apoapsis altitude on the moon rendezvous AV budget. Table VI does not

include the AV cost to make the plane change between the parking orbit and

the moon orbit. The AV budget indicates a LM/moon rendezvous can be per-

formed from the nominal parking orbit for about 5000 fps for the near moon,

Phobos, and _500 fps for the far moon, Deimos, if the nominal parking orbit

is equatorial.

Figure 22 shows the plane-change AV requirement as a function of park-

ing orbit inclination and the declination of the line of apsides. The

solid curves marked with a 20° out-of-plane angle represent the nominal

parking orbit. The periapsis of the nominal parking orbit crosses Mars

equator twice during the orbital stay, after 40 days into the orbital phase

and again after 200 days. At these time, the declination of the line of

apsides is zero, and the plane Change requires about 750 fps. Since the

LM must return to the spacecraft, the total plane-change AVwould be about

1500 fps. The total required AV for moon rendezvous then would be 6000 fps

for the far moon and 6500 fps for the near moon.

Since the LM ascent stage has a AV capability of 7000 fps, it appears

feasible that a vehicle of this size could be used to rendezvous with either

Martian moon from the nominal parking orbit. Life support and crew quarters

would be required for periods on the order of 5 days.





4. i Introduction

Whenconsidering interplanetary missions involving long-time dura-

tions and a planet stopover, it is necessary to aualyz_ the effectiveness

of current navigation and guidance techniques for such missions. Looking

at the Mars stopover mission as three principal phases - the outbound,

orbital, and return phases - a complete navigation and guidance analysis

can be performed. From this analysis, delivery accuracies can be

determined and a midcourse velocity budget established. The principal

questions which need answering are "what navigational accuracy can be

obtained?" and "what is the fuel cost for guidance maneuvers in each

mission phase?"

The 1977 Mars stopover mission was chosen as the reference mission

for the navigation and guidance study. This mission consists of a

360-day outbound phase, a B00-day stay time in orbit about Mars, and a

320-day return phase. A schematic drawing of the midcourse navigation

and guidance profile of this mission is presented in figure 23. The

orbits of Earth and Mars about the Sun are represented by the inner

and outer circles, respectively, and the trajectory of the spacecraft

is represented by the dashed lines. The respective dates of departure

and arrival at both planets are noted. The shaded areas around Earth

and Mars represent the sphere of influence (SOI); the radius of the

Earth's sphere of influence (2S0I) is about 500 000 n. mi., and the

radius of Mars' sphere of influence (MSOI) is about 300 000 n. mi.

In the analysis, a combination of Earth-based tracking and onboard

sextant measurements was assumed for navigating the spacecraft; a

radar system onboard the spacecraft was assumed for tracking of any

unmanned landers or probes which are deployed from the spacecraft during

the approach to Mars. All navigation data were processed by a Kalman
filter to reduce the uncertainties in position and velocity of the

spacecraft and the lander. Fixed- and variable-time-of-arrival

guidance were used to compute the velocity corrections and appropriate

target dispersions.

The pertinent navigation and guidance system equations can be found

in references 13, l_, 15, and 16.• Reference 16 also contains additional

information about the navigation and guidance systems performance for

a 1977 Mars stopover mission.

_.2 System Errors

The navigation and guidance system errors assumed for the analysis

are listed in table VII. 0nly errors in range and range-rate were
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TABLE VII.- lq RMS ERROR SOURCES OF THE

NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SYST_4S

Earth-based navigation system

Range, ft ........... ............ 20 < o < 200

Range-rate, fps .................... 0.5 < o" < 2

Station location .......................... 0

Astronomical constants ........................ 0

Onboard navigation system

Sextant, arc sec ................... ....... i0

Radar, ft,fps ......................... 20, 0.5

Astronomical constants

Ephemeris, n. mi ........................ i00

Earth radius, n. mi ....................... h

Mars radius, n. mi ........................ i0

Guidance system

Proportional, percent ....................... i

Pointing, deg ........................... 1

Cutoff, fps ........................... 1/2



The nominal errors for the guidance system are also listed in

table VII. These proportional, pointing, and cutoff errors are directly

related to accelerometer bias and scale factor errors, gyro drift and

platform misalignment, and engine tailoff errors, respectively.

h.3 Outbound Phase (Spacecraft)

The outbound phase is the portion of the mission frc_ injection at

Earth to arrival at Mars periapsis. For this phase, an Earth-based

tracking system was assumed for navigation within the ESOI. Outside

the ESOI, navigation by an onboard system was assumed so that errors

in the ephemerides of the planets could be included. During the

heliocentric part of the trajectory (i.e., the portion between the

ESOI and the MSOI when the Sun is the central body of the conic),

star-planet included angle measurements were processed at 12-hour inter-

vals. Star selection was random; sighting planet choice was semi-optimum

based on range to the planet and optical sighting variances. The Earth

was the sighting planet until lh0 days into the mission; Mars was the

sighting body for the remainder of the outbound phase. With the MSOI,

measurement intervals were reduced to 30 minutes, and the type of

measurement changed to the star-horizon included angle.

A total of four guidance corrections was implemented. The corrections

are shown in figure 23, denoted by arrows spaced on the trajectory

according to the times they were instigated in the analysis.

Navigation accuracy data for the outbound phase are shown in

figure 24. This figure shows the RMS uncertainty in radius of periapsis





at Mars as a function of the outbound trajectory time. The breaks in
the curve after each guidance maneuvershowthe degradation in estimation
accuracy caused by the guidance system. The initially projected
uncertainty is quite large but is effectively decreased early in the
mission. During the heliocentric portion of the outbound phase the
uncertainty remains almost static until it is affected by the second
guidance correction. Within the MSOI, the navigation measurements
rapidly decrease the estimation error until an end result of approximately
12 n. mi. is obtained.

Figure 25 shows the outbound midcourse AV as a function of spacecraft

delivery accuracy. From this figure a total outbound AV budget can be

chosen and the resulting periapsis radius dispersion determined, or vice

versa depending on which choice is more critical. The obtainable corridor

at Mars can also be seen in this figure by doubling the 3a value of the

root-mean-squared (RMS) dispersion. The last point on the curve on the

right-hand side of figure 25 represents the third outbound correction at

60 hours from orbit deboost, resulting in a total AV of approximately

222 fps and a radius dispersion at Mars periapsis of almost 80 n. mi.

This dispersion value is a result of the navigation error which

forms a lower bound for delivery, accuracy. Referring back to figure 2h,

it can be seen that at this time along the trajectory, the estimation

uncertainty of the navigation system is equally as large as the radius

dispersion obtained by the third guidance maneuver. Thus, as the

navigation estimation uncertainty decreases, the obtainable delivery

accuracy increases. Since the dispersion is large, a fourth and final

correction is needed and should be executed after the navigation has

effectively reduced the estimation uncertainty to a required delivery level.

The dashed line in figure 25 probably represents the best choice and the

one made for this analysis. That is, for only 270-fps total AV, resulting

from a fourth correction of h8 fps at 3.5 hours from orbit deboost, a

periapsis radius dispersion of 12 n. mi. can be acquired. Also, by

inspection of the curve, it is evident that the dispersion gets no better,

but rather the required AV increases rapidly, As previously mentioned,

the lower bound of the accuracy depends greatly on the navigation

accuracy; thus, only by improving the navigation accuracy can a better

corridor be obtained.

_._ Outbound Phase (Unmanned Lander)

At approximately the MSOI on the outbound mission phase, an unmanned

lander is deployed from the spacecraft to arrive at Mars at some prespeci-

fled time. The AV required for such a separation is a function of several

constraints, such as entry speed, altitude, flight-path angle, and

orbital inclination. For this analysis, these parameters were constrained

so that a 100-fps deploy AV was obtained. With this deploy AV of 100 fps,
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the unmanned lander (or a probe ) would reach vacuum periapsis at Mars

approximately _0 minutes before spacecraft deboost to orbit. An

onboard radar system was postulated for tracking the lander from the

spacecraft during the lander delivery. It was assumed that this radar
was capable of measuring the relative range and range-rate between the

manned spacecraft and the unmanned lander. •Note that, since the lander
is released from and tracked by the spacecraft, the accuracy of lander

delivery is constrained by the spacecraft navigation errors; i.e.,

delivery accuracies for the lander can never be better than those for

the spacecraft.

Figure 26 contains information for the unmanned lander similar to

that for the spacecraft in figure 25. In figure 26, the unmanned lander

delivery accuracy, given in terms of RMS vacuum periapsis radius disper-

sion, is plotted as a function of midcourse AV. It is obvious that a

midcourse correction must be implemented since the delivery accuracy at

separation is approximately 80 n. mi. By inspection of the curve, a
midcourse correction AV can be determined for the lander to achieve a

specific vacuum periapsis radius dispersion. In order to obtain a

desirable delivery _ccuracy, it is necessary to _ait until 0.8 hour from

vacuum periapsis to initiate a midcourse correction. Nothing is gained

by _aiting longer since the cost is rising sharply and the delivery

accuracy does not appear to improve. Thus, by making a midcourse

correction at 0.8 hour from vacuum periapsis for the cost of approximately

150 fps, a delivery accuracy of 15 n. mi. can be obtained. The accuracy

is somewhat less than that obtained for the spacecraft for the outbound

leg; however, it is reasonable to expect a higher AV cost for a lander

delivery accuracy equal to that for the spacecraft or a slight decrease

in accuracy for less AV cost because of the effect of separation errors.

As pointed out previously, the spacecraft navigation significantly

affects the achieved accuracy. Thus, improvements in the navigation

system as well as in the manipulation of the measurement schedule should

result in improved delivery accuracy for less cost.

h.5 Orbit Phase

L,_'':: _:i

_: 5 i ?

When considering an orbit about Mars •for the time length of 300 days,

questions arise about the type of navigation to use and size of velocity

budget needed. For this analysis, the star-horizon included angle

measurement was used for navigating the spacecraft in orbit about Mars.

Since the orbit in consideration has an apoapsis altitude of approximately

i0 000 n. mi. and a period of 12 hours, t.he star-horizon measurement

should prove applicable. However, since the deployment of unmanned

landers containing beacons or transponders is also being considered for

this mission, two other types of orbital navigation for further study are

the known landmark and the unknown landmark techniques utilizing the

surfaced beacons and transponders. Techniques for tracking known and

unknown landmarks are discussed in reference 17.
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Figure 27 contains the orbit navigation accuracy when using star-

horizon measurements at 1-hour intervals for a B00-day stay time. The

RMS position uncertainty is plotted against time in orbit. The most

outstanding feature of this figure is the oscillatory effect of the

estimated position uncertainty. This effect is probably caused by the

geometry of the orbit and the asphericity of Mars, but no specific reason

has yet been found. The position uncertainty ranges between approximately °

2 and R n. mi. (Bo); the mean is approximately _ n. mi. The principal

conclusion _hich can be drawn from this figure is that the spacecraft

can maintain a status quo in orbit using the star-horizon measurement

for navigation. The bottom envelope of the curve represents •the type of

curTe one _ould get if only points at apoapsis _ere plotted, _hereas the

top en_velope represents that for periapsis. Not sho_n in this figure,

because of the scale, is the oscillation of the curve during one orbit.

Thus, the seemingly high point at the end of the orbit stay time (time

for TEI) might result in a much lo_er position uncertainty for a slight

delay or another measurement.

Nothing is presented for the guidance during the orbit phase because

of the inability to directly apply present guidance techniques for

multiple orbits during the BO0-day stay. More time is needed for this

study, However, we might assume a AV budget no _orse, and perhaps

no better, than that for the •outbound leg. It may be found that correc-

tions can be incorporated in other maneuvers or at TEI to conserve fuel.

_.6 _eturn Phase •

The time, navigation scheduling, and guidance corrections of the

return phase of the mission are very similar to the outbound phase.

Again refer to the mission profile in figure _B. For the navigation,

star-Mars horizon included angle measurements _ere assumed to be made at

B0-minute intervals _hile the spacecraft _as _ithin the MSOI. During

the heliocentric phase, star-Mars measurements _ere made at 12-hour

intervals until _h0 days, when the Earth'became the sighting body for the

remainder of the return phase to the ESOI. Within the ESOI, all naviga-

tion _as accomplished by an Earth-based tracking system. The four

guidance 'corrections for the return phase _ere executed at the same

relative times as those for the outbound phase.

Figure _8 contains a plot of the accuracy of spacecraft delivery to

Earth as a function of total AV required for the return mission phase.

This figure contains data for the return phase plotted in the same manner

as that for the outbound phase in figure _. Thus the total return AV

and the placement of the fourth correction can be determined in a similar

manner. No choice is denoted on the figure because of the lack of space.

However, by inspection, one cam see that the most probable choice _ould

be a fourth correction of 60 fps at 2.5 hours from Earth periapsis,
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resulting in a total return AV of 2_0 fps and a 1.8-n. mi. perlapsis

radius dispersion• The improvement of the dispersion at Earth on

returning as compared to that at Mars for the outbound phase is a result

of the improved navigation accuracy from the Earth-based tracking
_ithin the ESOI.

A summary of the midcourse AV costs for the Mars stopover mission

is listed in table VIII. The costs represent Bo delivery accuracies of

approximately 12 n. mi., 15 n. mi., and 2 n. mi. for the spacecraft

outbound, probe delivery at Mars, and spacecraft return-to-Earth phases,

respectively•

TABLE VIII.- Midcourse AV SUMMARY (3o)

Earth to Mars fps - 270

Hyperbolic entry of the unmanned lander

Separation AV, fps ...................... i00

Midcourse AV, fps ...................... 150

Mars orbit operations, fps ...................

Mars to Earth, fps ....................... 24B
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5.0 SYSTD_S REQUIR_4ENTS

5.1 Introduction

This section outlines a system model capable of flying the low-energy

Mars landing mission using current technology and as many modified Apollo

systems as possible. This model is used to demonstrate the feasibility

of the mission with current technology and to provide the systems model

to be used for studying both the operational problems and the effect of

the systems on abort and alternate mission modes.

The systems weights and performances presented are supported by studies

in references 18 through 24. \

5.2 Experiments and Probes

The experimental equipment and probes carried onboard the Mars orbiting

spacecraft and the manned landing module (also called the Mars excursion

module or M_4) are designed (1) to answer the major scientific questions

about the target planet and the interplanetary medium, and (2) to obtain

the mapping and atmospheric data required to support the manned landing

operation.

The experiments, probes, and mapping equipment carriedonboard and

the support of Earth-based analysis of telemetered data are intended to

provide a mission capability which requires no prior space flights to Mars.

The low-energy requirements of the mission permit sufficient mapping and

survey equipment to fulfill all the scientific objectives as well as pro-

vide atmospheric and soft-lander probes to support the landing operations.

The long stay time in Mars orbit (i.e., B00 days or more) permits extensive

surface mapping and landing site selection after the spacecraft arrives in

orbit about Mars.

The probes and experimental equipment to be carried onboard the space-

craft can be divided into the following catergories:

I. Interplanetary research and orbit mapping and survey equipment

(onboard the spacecraft).

2. Mars unmanned soft-lander probes.

3. Mars atmospheric sounding probes.

_. Manned Martian moon rendezvous module (MMRM).-

5. Manned landing module.

I_i_:._

• i_:_ ._!:_°._i,
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A summary of the experimental equipment and probe weights for a single

mission is shown in table IX. The experiments list is given in tables X

and XI.

The experimental requirements, probe design, and weights for categories

l, 2, and 3 were obtained from the interplanetary flyby mission studies in

reference 18. The results of these studies were found applicable to the

orbiting and landing missions because the scientific objectives of explora-

tion of the planet are unchanged and the atmospheric sounding probe and

soft-lander designs of reference 18 are relatively insensitive to entry

velocity. Therefore, these probe designs are applicable to orbiting mis-

sions. The manned landing module weight and preliminary configuration are

based on reference 19. The two-man, 30,days version of the landing module

which returns to a high elliptical orbit is used in this mission. The MMRM

is based on the Apollo LM upperstage weights and dimensions.

5.3 Soft-Lander Probes

The configuration of a soft-lander probe is shown in figure 29. The

soft lander has mission support requirements in addition to the scientific

requirements. The soft lander is to land radar beacons on the surface of

Mars to aid the spacecraft in navigation and guidance. Three landers are

required for mission support ; they are deployed about 120 ° longitude apart

for good tracking coverage. The landers will transmit information on atmos-

pheric characteristics during descent as well as provide Martian surface

data and weather information over extended periods of time. These data

will be used to support the manned landing operation. The experiments for

the soft lander are given in table XI. The soft lander is designed for an

entry speed of 20 000 fps so that, if necessary, one or more can be staged

hyperbolically on approach of the planet. The design study of reference 18

shows very little change in entry weight. Entry velocity ranges fr_n 20 000

to 42 000 fps. Extrapolation of this data to the orbit entry velocity of

16 000 fps indicates no reduction in weight. The design entry velocity

for the soft-lander probe is 20 000 fps and provides for the operational

flexibility of probe delivery on planetary approach as well as from

planet ary orbit. _,

The soft lander is 10.h ft in diameter and has a ballistic number of

0.512 slug/ft 2. The entry corridor is 90 n. mi. for the VM-8 Martian at-

mosphere (ref. 18). The total weight of each lander is 2760 lb, of which

235 lb is scientific and engineering instrumentation. Electrical power

is supplied by the radioisotope thermal generator with battery supply for

landing and deploying the experiments. The telecommunications system uses

a high-gain antenna capable of tracking the orbiting spacecraft.

The atmospheric sounding probe is shown in figure 30. In addition

to collecting scientific data, this probe supports the mission by
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TABLE IX.- EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD AND PROBE WEIGHTS

Mars soft-lander

Atmospheric probes

Onboard spacecraft

Orbit survey and mapping

Int erplanet ary

Total probes and experiments

Mars manned lander

Martian moon rendezvous manned probe

Total manned excursion modules

Number of

probes

3

7

1

1

Weight,
lb

8 300

2 040

6 360

2 000

4 360

16 700

91 700

ii 500

103 200

<?.iI_{i}



TABLE X.- ORBITAL AND INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENTS LIST

(a) High priority experiments

Radiation and meteoroid effects on optical thickness

Meteoroid penetrating flux versus thickness

Spacecraft attitud_ control, holding, and vibration limit

Structures temperature on spacecraft and probes

Subsystem pressures on spacecraft and probes

Cardiovascular reflex activity (orthostatic tolerance)

Exercise tolerance

Thermal regulation

Urine studies

Cardiovascular function

Metabolic studies

Muscular system function

Mineral metabolism

Body flmid balance studies

Incubation of returned samples in C-14 substrates (wet gulliver)

Evolution of radioactive gas (dry_ulliver) for life detection
/

Phosphatase assay of returned samples

Samples - microbiological cultures

Solar radio noise measurements

Stereoheliograph

Solar flare x-raypatrol

Asteroid rotation periods and figures

Meteoroid flux versus mass and velocity

Meteoroid penetration flux

Solar high energy charged particle environment

Figure of planet Mars

Mars surface mapping, high resolution

Mars surface mapping, medium resolution with relief

Mars surface mapping, wide angle
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TABLEX.- ORBITALANDINTERPLANETARYSPACECRAFT

EXPERIMENTSLIST - Continued

(a) High Priority axperiments - Concluded

RF transmission through Mars atmosphere

Roughnessof Mars surface
Radio reflectivity/absorptivity of Mars ionosphere

Mars solar ultraviolet occultation (200 to S000A)

Engineering flight qualification measurements

(b) Additional balanced objective experiments

Thermal control experiments in deep space

Degradation of thermal coatings and paints in solar plasma
Space environment effects on electronic components

Plastic and electronic materials degradation in space
Structural strain measurements

Spacecraft puncture and crack search detection and repair
High data rate laser communications experiment

Space accumulation of charges on space vehicles

Electrical charge flow along insulating surfaces in space

Gas layer atomic density along space vehicle surfaces

Pulmonary function
Blood studies and hemostasis

Bone demineralization

Visual studies and otilith sensitivity

Mass spectrometry of returned MSSRsamples
Gas chromatographic analysis of returned MSSRsamples

radiowave passage through solar corona
Gravitational space curvature near Sun

Solar magnetograms

Stereocoronagraph



TABLEX.- ORBITALANDINTERPLANETARYSPACECRAFT

EXPERIMENTSLIST - Concluded

(b) Additional balanced objective experiments - Concluded

X-ray and ultraviolet coronograph

Ultraviolet spectra of variable stars
Cosmic dust

Zodiacal light

Planetary transits
Stellar parallaxes

Jupiter radio emission
Galactic charged particle environment

Interplanetarymagnetic field
Solar wind charged particle environment

Altitude and thickness of clouds in Martian atmosphere

Lander rocket trail photography for wind profile (Mars)
Infrared mapping of Mars atmosphere and surface

Magnetic field of Mars (intrinsic)

Mars magnitudallytrapped radiation environment

Solar plasma measurementin vicinity of Mars

Meteoroid flux versus mars and velocity
Survey of Mars meteor trails

Microwave radiomatric study of atmosphere and surface temperature

Atmospheric glow, aurorae at Mars
Photography of Mars satellites

Engineering flight qualification measurements

i;;_._'2_:•:.



Radar beacon for orbit navigation

Mars wind velocity and direction on surface

Mars surface atmospheric density

Mars surface atmospheric pressure

Mars surface temperature and thermal conductivity

Mars atmospheric temperature versus time and altitude

Mars atmospheric composition versus altitude

Mars atmospheric density profile from acceleration measurements

Mars atmospheric density translunar measurements

Mars atmospheric pressure translunar measurements

Mars surface bearing strength and soil penetrability

Detection of extraterrestrial life by bioluminescence

Detection of extraterrestrial life by chemiluminescence

Multivator life detection experiment

Wolf trap life detection experiment

Pyrolysic gas chromatograph -Mars spectrometer

Soil Sample and dust vidicon microscope

Scanning vidicon camera
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collecting data on the atmosphere for the landing. Seven probes are

carried onboard the spacecraft. Two are to be deployed as the spacecraft

approaches the planet to obtain atmospheric data for aerobraking the lauder

into orbit• Three are used to obtain data Just prior to the landing

operation. The remaining two probes can be deployed for optional purpose

such as sounding at other latitudes.

Each probe weighs 292 Ib, which includes a 100-1b sterilization can-

ister. The diameter of each probe is 6 ft, and the ballistic number is

0.128 slug/ft 2. The probe is designed for a maximum entry velocity of

20 000 fps so that it can be staged hyperbolically.

5.4 Martian Moon Rendezvous Module (MMRM)

The Martian moon rendezvous experiment is to be performed by a manned

excursion vehicle (i.e., the MMRM) rather than the orbiting spacecraft.

The AV required for the rendezvous and return is 6500 fps, and the required

mission time is 5 days. The Apollo lunar module upperstage weighs l0 00O lb

and is capable of a AV of 7000 fps. The MMRM can be a modified Apollo lunar

module upperstage. The required modifications are as follows:

1. Add adequate storage for two years•

2. Add adequate life systems for a 5-day mission.

3. Add sufficient power supply for a 5-day mission•

4. Add a moon docking bumper,

The estimated weight increases for these modifications are as follows:

l• Seals, heaters and changes to valves - 100 lb

2. Life systems and power - 600 lb

3. Moon docking bumper - 100 lb

4. Increased fuel - 618 lb

In addition to the above modifications, it is desirable to have the

MMRM use the same type fuel as the main spacecraft so that the MMRM can

be fueled and resupplied from the main spacecraft• This allows more than

one excursion of the MMRM for those mission opportunities with fuel re-

serves in the main spacecraft tanks. For the 1977 and 1979 missions, the

fuel reserves would allow three or more excursions of the MMRM. This would

permit a visit to both moons and a low orbit about Mars for high resolution

photography.
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MMRM stored is 16.75 ft by 15.0 ft by 16 ft. -

The scientific experimental payload for the moon rendezvous experiment
is 150 lb. The experiments to be!performed are as follows:

I. Photograph the surface.

2. Determine the gravitational attraction of the moons.

The total weight of the MMRM is ii 500 lb. The inert weight is 6180 ib, i:_ii_i:ii':and the fuel is 5320 lb and has a specific impulse of 1400 seconds. The )_i i!i!

available mission profile AV is 8000 fps, which is adequate to fly rendez- _;_;
• _<

vous missions to either moon. -_.._:<_

The MMRM configuration is shown in figure 31. The dimensions of the _i:!<_<:_

3. Determine the moon rotation rate.

_. Test surface hardness.

5. Sample the soil.

The gravitational attraction of the Martian moons is so small that

photography is possible at any altitude.

A small commerical-type, 120-ram camera equipped with several lenses

would be satisfactory for this mission.• The weight of camera, film, and
mount would be 25.1b or less. The gravitational attraction experiment can

be performed using the MMRM IMU accelerometers. No additional instrumen-

tation is required. Rotation rate can probably be measured using optical
observation from the MMRM without additional equipment so that 120 ib can

be devoted to surface hardness test, soil samples, and other experiments.

5.5 Manned Landing Module

The manned landing module (or M]D_) configuration is shown in figure 32.

The total weight for a two-man vehicle is 91 700 ib at separation from the

spacecraft and prior to aerobraking into orbit about Mars. The landing
module is designed for a lifting reentry lift-to-drag ratio of 0.5. Obsta-

cle avoidance, hover, and soft landing are obtained by a retrograde-

propulsion engine that has 140 000-1b thrust and enough fuel for 2 minutes

of hover time. The fuel for the soft landing and ascent is FLOX/CH_. Both

plug and bell nozzle engine designs are possible. To reduce the volume,
extendable skirts•are necessary for the bell engines to obtain the expansion

ratio required for a'specific impulse of 390 seconds.

The diameter of the entry vehicle is 30 ft and the height is 25 ft.

The landing module is designed for a 30-day stay on the surface of Mars.
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The landing module carries a _500-1b payload to the surface to be

used in scientific exploration during the SO-day visit. The Mars roving

vehicle can be the same as the lunar roving vehicle shown in figure BS.

The performance characteristics of this vehicle are shown in table XII.

5.6 Mars Orbiting Spacecraft

A possible configuration for the Mars orbiting sp.acecraft is shown
in figure 3_. The spacecraft consists of five main parts: a mission module

which houses the cre_ quarters an_ _ spacecraft control rooms, a gravity

spacer, Earth entry module, TEI propulsion stage, and MOI stage. Because

of the long mission duration of 2 S/_ years, Che spacecraft is configured

for artificial gravity. The gravity arm is obtained by a rigid structure

between the mission module and the propulsion modules. In addition to

shifting the center of gravity away from th_ mission module to increase

the s_ing arm for artificial gravity, the gravity spacer serves a variety

of purposes. For example, the gravity spacer serves as a structure to

support the solar cell po_er source_ This eliminates most of the objection-

able features of the solar cell power supplies given in reference i8. The

dynamic stability of the large solar array mount'ed _s indicated in figure 35

should be good, even during the TMI maneuver when t_e solar _rray is in

the extended position. Easy retraction and extension of the solar array

for thrusting maneuvers is possible _ith this 6onfi_zration. _ The config-

uration presents no particular problem when the :solar array is operating

in either a rotation or zero-gravity mode. The: solar array is available

as a po_er source in both Mars orbit and in the Earth assembly orbit.

The configuration provides for easy retraction and storage of the

t_o 16-ft communications antennae during thrusting maneuvers. The probes,

experimental equipment, and MMRM are installed in the gravity spacer for

easy deployment.

The 50-ft gravity spacer _eight of S000 ib is for the structure and

does not include the _eight required for installation of the probes and

systems housed in the spacer. These are included in the system _eights

of the specific systems. The maximum load factor both for thrusting maneu-

vers and for tension during spacecraft spin is lg. Additional structure

is added to take the higher loads for the Earth orbit launch phase, _hich

is Jettisoned in Earth orbit. This structure also protects the solar array

and provides aerodynamic fairing.

The complete _eight statement for the spacecraft is presented in

table XIII. The mission module _eigh_ includes all spacecraft systems

except propulsion, probes, and meteoroid protection. This weight is
based on references 18 and 19. The propulsion module weights _ere obtained

from reference 22 and include meteoroid protection for a B-year mission

for the TEI stage and 1 year for the MOI stage.



TABLE XII.- MARS SURFACE VEHICLE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Mass of an empty vehicle, ibm ...... ....... • • • ....... 653

Maximum speed on a firm, level, smooth surface, mph . ........... i0

Obstacle negotiability, ft ......................... 1.0

Crevice negotiability, ft ......................... 2.5

Slope negotiability, deg .................... ...... 30

Operational period.. .......................... day only

Operational radius, n. mi ................. , ....... i0

Total range without recharge, n. mi ........... . ........ 30

Cargo capability, ibm ........................... 200

TABLE XIII.- SPACECRAFT WEIGHTS

Comp one nt s

Dry MM for a h-man crew

expendables for 1300 days

Meteoroid protection

Earth entry M

Onboa_d experiments

Probes

MMR_

Installation for MMR and probes

Gravity tube

Total

TEl fuel (Isp = 400 sec)

TEl stage dry

MOI fuel (I = hO0 sec)
sp

M0I stage dry

Total

C_ crew transport

Weight, ib

35 000

26 000

5 740

15 I00

6 360

l0 340

ll 500

5 000

3 000

67 3O0

14 T00

140 000

20 000

20 000

118 o00

242 000

Grand Total 380 000

' ¸¸
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Figure 34.- A possible Mars orbiting spacecraft configuration.
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The rotational characteristics of the gravity spacecraft for various

mission phases is shown in table XIV. The rotation rate for aig opera- _i

tion, and the fuel required for a ig spin-up at an Isp of 300 seconds• are _:' _,!,'<,_
shown. ._

._:

Reference 21 indicates that the maximum spin-rate for crew comfort

is 6 rpm. Thus the maximum g on the trans-Earth phase is 0._l. This

increases to 0.63 in Mars orbit and 0.82 on the outbound leg of the mission.

In Earth orbit with the TMI stages attached• up tolg is possible.

A representative spin hisotry and the fUel requirements for spinning

the spacecraft to a maximum of 6 rpm during all mission phases are shown _i'!_

in table XV. The fuel used to spin the spacecraft is contained in the iii_
midcourse AV budget. The fuel shown in table XV corresponds to 121 fps _

on the trans-Mars leg, 230 fps in Mars orbit• and 188 fps on the return !_,)i

leg. _i_::.:

The performance of the spacecraft for the various primary and alter- iii!_:_i:_)
nate mission maneuvers is shown in table XVI for a fuel specific impulse
of 400 seconds. The total capability of 6500 fps for MOI and 6500 fps for _'_&i-&

TEl or 13 000 fps for M01 and TEl, exceeds the maximum mission require- _'_ :-'

ments of ll 000 fps in 1983. (See table III and page 23.) Thus the

capability of the spacecraft provides a mission performance margin of _""__-_._.....i

2000 fps for the worst mission and greater performance margin for the . _)_)_':_i

earlier missions. The velocity requirements shown in figure 5 include _!_,:,_

midcourse correction and spacecraft spin fuel. At TMI 6430 fps are _!_!_i_'!!_
available frc_ the M01 stage for abort and 5275 fps from the TEl. The _ ....

capability of these stages to abort for the TMI is discussed in section 6.

The capability of the spacecraft to return without going into orbit and _: _<
return early from orbit are also discussed in section 6. _._.."__,.

5.7 Launch Vehicle _%':!_i)_:_

The minimum requirement for the launch vehicle of the M_rs landing I!_!_%(_._i

mission is that it be capable of launching the largest module that must i_!_i)ili:_!i
be placed in orbit. A second requirement is that the total number of _ :_ _ ....

launches be within the feasibility of the launch site to launch and the _,._.:_i_,_;!i_!__)_
vehicles to assemble in a reasonable time. Reference 23 presents a study _!'!_.i_i_i_%ii.I

of increasing the payload to Earth orbit of the Saturn V launch vehicle _'_ _:_i_.i_._ii_i_}
by adding solid rockets to the first stage and increasing the tank size. ,_-_,_:_:_i.
This and other studies have resulted in several alternate concepts of

improving the payload to Earth orbit• as shown in figure 36. Three possible

payload capabilities to Earth orbit are available by uprating the Saturn V:

332 000 lb with the product improved version, &00 000 lb by the addition

of four 120-in. solids (model _S-B), and 500 000 ib by the addition of _7_i:

four 156-in. solids (model 25-S).

• / i_:i_i__.

__....



Mission phase

TABLE XIV._SPACECRAFf SPIN CHARACTERISTICS

Weight,
ib

i01 820

213 500

456 700

360 o00

720 000

1 080 000

Moment of

inertia_
slu_-_t

2 911 000

6 647 000

19 724 000

12 098 000

58n2 o00
140 182 000

261 268 000

Center of

gravity, ft

(a)

33.1

51.5

78.5

66.9

173.0

Trans-Earth

Mars orbit

Trans-Mars

with lander

without lander

Earth orbit

with OLV III

with OLV III and II

with OLV III, II

and I l 440 ooo

Spin, Fuel,

rpm ib
(b) (b)

9.43 290

7.56 341

6. Ii 5 36

6.63 418

5.19 965

4.52 1544

4.12 2171

___,!_.i::<_:.

i%: ?:4:

[<i%:%

aMeasured from the floor of the mission module.

bFor lg operation, fuel varies directly with RPM and the square root

of the gravity level.

:; :2.:"/:
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The spacecraft weight is 360 000 ib, and it is desired to build and

launch it as one unit. Additional weight of _0 000 lb is required for

such items as interstage, instrument units, docking structures, and crew

transport so that the total launch payload for a single launch is matched

to the S-V model _S-B. This payload is for two-stages-to-orbit. The third

stage is either the spacecraft or a propulsion unit for trans-Mars injec-

tion. The number of launches required, therefore, will depend on the TMI

velocity requirement for the mission and the type of orbital launch stage.

Reference 2_ presents a preliminary design study of an orbital launch

stage based on chemical fuels. The weight statement for the stage (S-IVC)

is shown in table XVII. The S-IVC stage is designed for a total lifetime

in Earth orbit of 30 days before the hydrogen boiloff becomes large enough

to affect the performance.

Four launches are required to assemble the orbital launch vehicle in

Earth orbit. The configuration of the Earth orbit payload for each launch

is shown in figure 37. The first launch is the spacecraft. The second

launch is an 8-IVC OLV topped with the Mars lander and docking structure.

The S-IVC is off-loaded 95 000 lb of fuel so that the lander and its inter-

stage can be carried on this launch. The second and third launches are

fully-loaded OLV's. The TMI velocity capability is shown for each stage.

The total velocity capability of the four launches is 13 575 fps, which

is 75 fps greater than the maximum TMI velocity of 13 500 fps in 1983.
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TABLEXVII.- ORBITAL LAUNCH STAGE WEIGHT SUMMARY

Component

Dry stage

Re s iduals

Aft interstage

Instrumentation unit

APS modules - forward

APS modules - aft

Main propellant

APS propellant - forward

APS propellant - aft

Propellant vented

Nose fairing

Total launch weight

Stage weight total

Total weight lost in orbit

::,_ "::5[:,

;, :-. -:.

i[ : .: .'):i
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6.0 ABORT AND ALTERNATE MISSIONS

6.1 Introduction

The preceding sections have defined a nominal mission profile and a

spacecraft capable of performing a Mars mission. Therefore, the informa-

tion necessary for an abort and alternate mission analysis is available,

and the nominal mission trajectory and spacecraft parameters are known as

a function of time. The parameters are the constraints which limit the :

number of abort and alternate mission possibilities to a finite group and

make the analysis feasible. This study is a preliminary analysis of abort

and alternate missions which are defined by the time of initiation in the

nominal profile. For the purpose of this study, the only type of mission

defined as an abort is one in which the spacecraft does not exit the Earth's

sphere of influence (SOI) and the only objective is the safe return of the

crew as soon as possible. If the spacecraft leaves the Earth's SOI, the

minimum time required to return to Earth is 0.5 to 3 years (depending on

the propulsion capability) and all such missions are considered alternates

rather than aborts. Thus, the abort and alternate mission are:

i. Abort after trans-Mars injection (TMI) and early return from

the heliocentric phase.

2. Powered turn flyby alternate.

3. Early return frc_ Mars orbit alternate.

The second objective of an alternate mission would probably be a

spacecraft checkout and systems qualification since a failure will have

occurred to require the alternate mission. Depending on the nature and

severity of the failure, as many nominal mission objectives as possible

would be completed.

6.2 Abort After TMI

While the spacecraft is still within the Earth's SOl, a transfer can

be made to a high-altitude, elliptical Earth orbit, as shown in figure 38.

Depending on the propulsion capability of the spacecraft and the intended

flight plan after abort, a synchronous elliptical or circular orbit might

be achieved. All three possible modes for this abort maneuver place the

entire spacecraft into the elliptical orbit. Mode I uses only the trans-

Earth injection (TEl) stage which has a _V capability of, 5275 fps. Mode II

uses only the Mars orbit insertion (MOI) stage which has a AV capability of

6_30 fps. Mode III uses both stages which have a combined AV capability of

ii 705 fps. A comparison of these modes is shown in figure 39, which is a

plot of the minimum period ellipse that can be achieved as a function of

.e

i'_k;__.•" .. ••_._
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\
.AV (TRANS-MARS INJECTION)

Figure 38. Geometry of geocentric abort after trans-Mars injection.
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time after TMI. If an arbitrary limit on the return-to-Earth time is set

at l0 days, then abort is possible up until approximately _5 minutes after

TMI using mode I, 90 minutes after TMI using mode II, and l_ hours after

TMI using mode III. All three modes give ample time for ground tracking
and an abort decision by mission control. This data was calculated assuming

a single-impulse transfer between the escape hyperbola and the ellipse.

The TMI AV used in calculating this data was •lB 000 fps. This is over

and above circular orbit velocity at 262 n. mi., and was the highest TMI

AV encountered for any of the nominal missions.

If abort into a high Earth-centered ellipse is necessary, then con- _

sideration might be given to a practice mission in Earth orbit. Probably

one of the first steps taken would be a checkout of the remaining systems

since the condition of these systems would determine what could be accom-

plished in a practice mission. Possibilities for a practice mission might

include the following:

I. SimulatiOn of the Mars orbit phase of the nominal mission.

2. Onboard navigation simulation.

3. Extended lifetime check of systems.

If the spacecraft is near the Earth's SO1 or if it is desired to go

into heliocentricspace as an alternate mission, then a 6-month or 1-year •

trajectory is a possibility. A change in both azimuth and flight-path

angle appear necessary from a preliminary investigation. Figure h0 is a

plot of the velocity required and indicates that the maneuver could be

accomplished for approximately ll 000 fps during the first 60 days after

leaving the Earth's SOI. This is within the capability of the spacecraft

described in this study. The total mission times would be about 200 and

_00 days for the two types of trajectories. Further investigation is

needed in this area to properly assess its potential.

6.3 Powered T/rn FlySy

If on arriving at Mars the• decision is made not to orbit the planet,

then a maneuver or series of maneuvers must be made to obtain a flyby tra-

Jectory for return to Earth. It Has been found that the first maneuver

must be made very near the Mars•SOl on the approach hyperbola. If the

first impulse is not made at this •time, except for unusual cases, it will

be virtually impossible to obtaina desirable inbound trajectory usingonly

the M0I or TEI stage. A second and perhaps third impulse, made inside the

Mars SOI, will reduce the total velocity increment. Multiple revolution

trajectories about the Sun are also necessary as they reduce both the veloc-

ity required for the powered turn and the Earth entry velocity. The geometry

of the multirevolution return trajectory is shown in figure hl. The two
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6._ Early Return From Mars Orbit

Unlike the situations of abort after TMI and the powered turn flyby
alternate only the TEI stage is available for early return from Mars orbit. -_;_

The TEl stage has a velocity capability of 6500 fps at the time of nominal _

departure. Because of unused consumables, however• this capability drops

to 6155 fps for an orbit stay time of only a few days. The geometry of
the early return from Mars orbit alternate is shown in figure 42. The

dashed portion represents the nominal stay in Mars orbit. The relative

positions of the planets at times of departure and arrival are indicated

in the figure. The notes• "return on multirevolution" and "return on single

revolution•" indicate the regions where it is cheaper to use the two dif- !__:i;_.
ferent types of return trajectories. For example, in the case of the 1977 _-:"".....

mission, the TEI velocity required for a single revolution return traJec- ..........

tory is about 22 000 fps ; the TEI velocity required for a multiple revolu- ,_i_:_._i
tion return trajectory is approximately 5000 fps. These two types of tra- _i_.i_:_i_:

Jectories are essentially the same as those described in the poweredturnflybysection, i!i_\._!i)I

- After going into the nominal mission orbit about Mars, except for the _':ii_:_:

nominal departure, the vehicle cannot leave for Earth without making a

plane-change maneuver. Also• certain steering and gravity losses are
incurred. All of these losses are reflected in the curves of figure _B

which shows the TEI velocity using finite thrusting and cross-product steer-

ing. However, all plane-change requirements have been taken care of by

impulsive maneuvers at apoapsis of the ellipse Just prior to TEI. Orbit "A"

is. characterized by no plane changes when entering or leaving Mars orbit

!,

.......=........................_._ _ l_i_i;ii__:_

concentric circles represent the orbits of Mars and the Earth. The space-

craft _ill follow a trajectory similar to that indicated by the arrows and

will depart Mars at the point marked "Mars depart." This is a near-Hohmann
transfer with perihelion being close to Earth's orbit. The Earth will not

be in the vicinity, however, and an additional full revolution is required

to intercept the Earth. In most cases, a maneuver is required at perihelion

to phase properly and return to Earth at the point marked "Earth return."

Table XVlII summarizes the velocity requirements for t_he powered turn flyby

alternate. The maneuver at the planet is cheapest during the 19T7 mission,

and there is no requirement for a perihelion maneuver. The requirements
increase for each successive mission until I_8S, which is the worst mission

from almost every standpoint. The total trip times for the flyby alternates

are about 150 days greater than those for the nominal missions. The velocity

requirements listed in the table have not been minimized for lack of a com-

plete computer program. Even so, these numbers indicate that the flyby

alternate can be accomplished in 19TT and I_T_ using only the MOI or TEl

stage. Other minimization techniques are required• however, in order to

bring the 1981 and 198S flyby alternate velocity requirements within the

spacecraft' s capability.
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at the nominal times. Also, the periapsides of the approach and departure

hyperbolas are coincident w_th the periapsis of the elliptical orbit at
the times of arrival and departure, respectively. Orbit "B" is very similar

to orbit "A" except that the initial node position is different, and there

is a small plane-change requirement when leaving Mars after the nominal

stay time. The dashed portion of the curve shows the slight discontinuity
between the multirevolution and single-revolution return trajectories.

Using this technique for return to Earth, the spacecraft is committed to

stay in Mars orbit for a large portion of the planned stay time.

A very useful technique that can be employed to reduce the total TEl

velocity required for a multiple,revolution return to Earth is the peri-
helion maneuver. If this maneuver is not made, the velocity required for

a multiple-revolution trajectory increases rapidly as the transfer angle

changes from 540 ° (1.5 revolutions). That is the reason for the hump in

the curves of figure 43. The multiple-impulse TEI velocity is shown as a
function of Mars orbit stay time in figure 44. This figure covers the

same time interval of the 1977 mission as figure 43. However, the steering

and gravity losses and plane-change requirements have not been considered
because of insufficient V data. If these numbers are in any way represen-

tative, the perihelion maneuver may be a very useful technique in reducing

the TEI velocity. Further investigation is needed in this area to deter-
mine its full value.

The Earth entry velocity is shown in figure 45 as a function of Mars

orbit stay time. This plot is for the 1977 mission which departs Earth

on September 14, 1977 amd is very representative of the other missions.

The multiple-revolution curve turns up sharply at about 240-days orbit

stay time. However, this is about the point at which the single-revolution

return becomes possible from the standpoint of AV. The Earth entry veloc-

ity never exceeds 39 000 fps in the case of the multiple-impulse, multiple-

revolution return trajectory. Even so, there is a great reduction in total

trip time any time the single-revolution return is used. In the case of

the single-revolution return during the 1977, 1979, and 1981 missions, the

Earth entry velocity is below• B9 000 fps for orbit stay times over 200 days
and less than or equal to the nominal. This figure is _0 000 fps for the

1983 missions.

The total trip times for the 1977 mission are shown as functions of

Mars orbit stay time in figure 46. Both the single-revolution return and

the multiple-revolution return are plotted. Imposing the constraints of

any-time return from Mars orbit and 6500 fps or less TEI velocity results

in total mission times of approximately 1300 days.
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